World’s first no-code
IIoT platform
IXON offers an end-to-end IIoT solution for all your
remote service and maintenance needs:
from hardware to the cloud.

IXON aims to stimulate and aid in the IIoT transition

growth and faster development - and benefit from even

among machine builders by providing a secure cloud

more freedom to set up and customise the platform

environment with all the technology needed to make

to best fit your specific needs. With IXON Cloud you

IIoT directly accessible to every machine builder

will continue to add value for your customers

worldwide. Experience better collaboration, future

throughout the entire life cycle of your machines.

The Industrial IoT solution
that grows with you
It’s designed to allow a quick and easy

IXON’s all-in-one solution helps machine
builders with the step-by-step implementation of IIoT. The complete IXON solution
consists of a variety of features that fit the
full digital transformation journey.

start with connectivity and offers additional
features every step along the way towards
full IIoT maturity.
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Collaborate from
your own service portal

Efficient remote service

Collaborate with customers and partners from your

Connect your machines, reduce unplanned

own service portal to monitor and optimise your

machine downtime and take your service to the

machines. Manage all your machines and users from

next level with remote access. IXON Cloud offers

your own web portal. IXON Cloud is accessible

all the possibilities to remotely program,

anytime, anywhere and can be fully personalised

commission and monitor your industrial

according to your wishes.

devices safely.
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Improve machine performance
and predict maintenance

Continue building
on a powerful foundation

Analyse and optimise systems and customer

IXON Cloud is an open and expandable Industrial IoT

processes using machine data. Present fault codes

platform. Accelerate the development of your own

and performance in dividable machine dashboards.

IIoT project and combine the power of a proven standard

Take action only when needed and predict maintenance

with the unique capabilities of a custom application.

with alarms. All easily set up in IXON Cloud without a

Integrate with external systems (CRM, ERP) and build

single line of code.

your custom app on top of a solid and secure foundation.

Cloud data logging

Custom in-app components

Data visualisation studio

API

Alarms

Integrations

Used by 2,500+ machine manufacturers

Want to find
out more?

Discover companies using

Eager to discover the platform by

Get in touch to discuss

IXON in our case studies.

yourself? Explore IXON Cloud at

further options via

www.ixon.cloud/cases

www.ixon.cloud/free-tour

www.ixon.cloud/contact

